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Presentation Notes
FOR EVERYONEHello, I’m Gail Ramster and I’m a Senior Researcher from The Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design, part of the Royal College of Art here in London. This is an inclusive design research centre where I use people-centred and co-design methods, to explore through design how to tackle all sorts of social challenges, with the intention of improving people’s lives.��



toiletmap.org.uk
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PTRUI co-lead - with Professor Jo-Anne Bichard - the Public Toilets Research Unit. We created the Great British Public Toilet Map - toiletmap.org.uk shown at the top, and produce public toilet inclusive design guidance. ��



https://tinkle.rca.ac.uk
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TINKLEWe also run Tinkle, the Toilets Innovation and New Knowledge Exchange, a website that we started during the pandemic to provide a one-stop shop for design guidance, experts and discussion around UK toilet design.��Today I’ll be talking about Inclusive Toilets, our project Engaged to reuse vacant units as public toilets, and end with a look at the Great British Public Toilet Map. ��So what is an inclusively designed public toilet?�I’ve a couple of great London examples here. 



Wellcome Collection

Wellcome Collection
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Wellcome� The Wellcome Collection’s toilets, open to the public in general, has gender neutral toilets, wheelchair accessible toilets and Changing Places toilets for people with profound disabilities, designed to have the same high-quality aesthetics as the standard all-gender facilities. The standard toilets… my idea of a public toilet. Lots of examples of this in our ‘toilets after Covid-19 design guide’.����



Network Rail

Victoria Train Station (Network Rail)
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Network Rail�Network Rail used to charge 50p, they were making £1 million a year just from Victoria’s toilets. Then they spent £8 million on Victoria refurbished them.., and scrapped the charges. They’ve since begun refurbishing all toilets across their 20 stations as part of their shift in strategy to the principle ‘putting passengers first’
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and have produced this design standard, available on Tinkle.   



@LdnLooCodes
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But there are less-inclusive toilets out there, to the point of designing out users. Whether that’s UV lighting, charging for use and the barriers that go with it, or poorly situated facilities. 



“Brooksby’s Walk”

32% (1684) of public toilets 
closed between 2000 and 2018
in England & Wales.

Ref: Hansard, 2020

Nana Community Cafe

Images: PTRU, Google Streetview, Brooksby’s Walk Bar & Restaurant
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And in some cases, there are no toilets at all.�32% (1684) of public toilets closed between 2000 and 2018 in England & Wales. This from the Valuations Office Agency, the data used in parliamentary debate. �This shows Brooksby Walk, in Clapton, Hackney, and shows many aspects of the fate of both the UK’s toilets, and our high streets. �In 2010 I took a photo of this closed public toilet block. Shortly after, the local community organisation convinced the council to let them reopen and run the toilets, to support a new market that was bringing life back to the high street, Chatsworth Road, where the toilets were located. And they had a great idea for how they would make this viable.. The ran Events in the Gents and by 2014 they had converted the Gents into the Nana Community Cafe, who would also manage the ladies which was now converted into  a gender-neutral public loo.. Problems with the building structure meant the end of that partnership.By 2017, the council leased it to Brooksby Walk Bar & Restaurant, who built real hot-spot destination for the high street, who still kept the access to public toilets going. Yet by 2021, Streetview shows the building once again locked-up, now not just a closed toilet block, but an empty commercial premise as well - a story for our times and our post pandemic high streets..��



Improving Public Toilets survey, 2023

59% of respondents said they do not have 
public toilets in their town centre or 
high street. (31% yes, 10% don’t know)

Of those who said no, 59% said they limit 
how long they spend in an area, due to 
a lack of public toilets.

2305 responses

Publicly accessible toilets mapped against town centres, BIDs and high streets.
(Data: Great British Public Toilet Map; London Datastore)
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So what is the toilet situation like on London’s high streets? �Last year the Greater London Authority ran a Talk London survey on our behalf looking at londoners’ use of toilets in town centres and high streets. From this we learnt that 59% - nearly two thirds - of respondents said they do not have public toilets in their town centre or high street.Of those, another 59% said they limit how long they spend in an area, due to a lack ofpublic toilets.�These findings match similar surveys by the Bathroom Manufacturers Association quoted in parliament, and AgeUK London, where ‘high streets’ was the main location where respondents thought public toilets were not good enough (70%). Next was parks on 47%.�This data is useful for showing the value that public toilets bring to the high street. Ifpeople leave early due to a lack of toilets, that will hurt businesses and the widercommunity, as well as limiting people’s participation and quality of life.��



Supported by:
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The TalkLondon survey ran as part of our Engaged project, funded by the Mayor of London’s Designing London’s Recovery programme. This supported Innovation that could aid London’s recovery from the pandemic. �As we’ve seen in recent years, public toilets have closed, and people have relied more on privately-run toilets in shops and cafes, whether formerly through community toilet schemes or through purchases. Both models have challenges, Public toilets are expensive to run and prone to mid-use and vandalism. Community Toilet Schemes cannot cope with high footfall tourist areas and the council have no control over the design of the facility, to meet unmet needs.  �It got us thinking about new models for public toilets, and we came up with Engaged. With the funding from the Mayor, we would investigate the idea of reusing vacant high street units as toilets, shared with commercial or community space. The Engaged concept aimed to give councils an alternative way of providing an inclusive, accessible public toilet to support local demand, without the pitfalls of the traditional toilet block. ��



INCLUSIVESHARED 
SPACE

PUBLIC 
HEALTH
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There are three elements to Engaged. Firstly, the shared space - a smaller premise could be used by a start-up, as a pop-up shop or by a community group, and would provide guardianship, potentially cleaning and management in return for financial incentives, and natural surveillance of the premises. �The public toilet would be co-designed to be as inclusive of as many people as possible, in particular the Londoners local to it, and for whom any existing toilet provision was not adequate. �By reintroducing the toilet to the high street, Engaged would be bringing a feature of public health back into our cities, where other health and well-being features (such as drinking water, respite areas and pop-up clinics) could be provided..��



how would it fit into the current 
infrastructure?  

how could it be implemented, 
within councils, through 
regeneration?

where are the gaps are in 
current toilet provision?

Interviewed people within retail, 
community safety, government and 
urban design. 

Ran an online workshop with
regeneration officers. 

Through on-street 
engagement and co-design 
workshops

Presenter Notes
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This 6 month design research project wasn’t focused on the physical toilet design. We were trying to find the barriers, and opportunities, for the idea within existing systems, and whether it was something that could grow. �So we looked at three levels. Nationally, we learnt from the current infrastructure by speaking with people within retail, community safety, government and urban design. �We saw making it part of council regeneration projects as a possible route to implementation, so at a London level we ran a workshop with regeneration officers from 7 London councils to think about how they could make it happen. I’ll talk more about this today. �We learnt about the problems with managing toilets through interviews with pub staff, and where the gaps are in current toilet provision by speaking with the public within an existing neighbourhood, of Hackney Central.��



The Engaged Workshop: Content
It lasted 3 hour online workshop, using  Zoom and 
Miro (online whiteboard). 

Attended by 13 regeneration officers from 7 
London borough councils 
.

Series of activities to capture:
- their borough’s strengths and opportunities for 

Engaged; 
- barriers to implementing Engaged 
- how a version of Engaged might fit within their 

unique borough needs and characteristics.  
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The online workshop, attended by 13 regeneration officers (all female) included a series of activities to capture:their borough’s strengths and opportunities for Engaged; barriers to implementing Engaged how a version of Engaged might fit within their unique borough needs and characteristics.  



Workshop Findings: Barriers to Engaged
PRACTICAL – the availability of vacant units; 
appropriate locations; construction & maintenance 
costs; future proofing.

BUREAUCRATIC – council priorities, partnerships 
with developers & landlords; ownership, legal or 
planning issues; real & perceived responsibility to 
provide toilets.

SAFETY & SECURITY – managing: local issues (e.g. 
anti-social behaviour, vandalism, drug use); public 
perception of public toilet safety.

COMMUNITY & ACCESSIBILITY – local needs 
(cultural inclusivity; homelessness; 24hr opening); 
successful community engagement and co-design.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In terms of Barriers to Engaged, Thematic analysis found barriers under 4 main umbrella headings: �PRACTICAL – in particular, the lack of vacant units generally, or where vacant units exist, they may have poor footfall, visibility or inaccessible location.�BUREAUCRATIC – just how many parts of the council would have to be convinced, and work together to make this happen, and different parts of the council have different priorities. �“Regeneration comes up with the money and ideas, but these can be easily lost once a scheme moves to other departments, such as urban planning, to implement.” �SAFETY & SECURITY and COMMUNITY & ACCESSIBILITY ��



Workshop Findings: Opportunities for Engaged 
• Officers reported confidence in council support 
and involvement in pursuing Engaged locally

• Potential support for Engaged via BID teams, 
local businesses.

• Opportunity to fulfil community engagement 
elements of regeneration through Engaged 
consultation and co-design. 
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In terms of the Strengths and Opportunities for Engaged- despite the bureaucratic barriers, and the need to build a range of council department relationships, officers reported confidence in council support and involvement in pursuing Engaged locally.�• Potential support for Engaged via BID teams, local businesses, and by building on local regeneration successes.  �Benefits if Engaged can align with the relationship between local regeneration plans and the community engagement so Engaged helps to fulfil this community engagement commitment that regeneration seek to serve. ��



Workshop Findings: Alternatives
Alternatives in addition to ‘empty shops’

- Deconstructed version (partner business is 
physically located away from toilet)

- Extension of existing public toilet block
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Alternative configurations: �extending toilet blocks to include space for a local business as illustrated here.�Or taken further, a deconstructed version of Engaged, where the shared-space activity was physically located away from the toilet provision, but still acted as a guardian of the space, was suggested, 



Setting up Engaged as part of ‘new developments’ in the 
borough (as opposed to existing vacant units). 

- wider possibilities for shared-space activity and longer 
opening times.

- ability to design, develop or build inclusive toilets from 
scratch. 

- toilets to be planned in order to secure funding.

- integrate model of ownership and responsibilities.

Workshop Findings: New Developments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Within the commercial unit model, officers saw most potential in setting up Engaged as part of ‘new developments’ in the borough (as opposed to existing vacant units). �• the potential is that new developments hold wider possibilities for what the shared-space activity might be, and to decide and design-in entrances that allow for longer day / night toilet opening times. - MENTION NIGHT TIME provision is becoming an Urgent topic, almost nothing now but a growing economy of delivery and shift workers with no toilet or welfare provision. � • the ability to design, develop and build inclusive toilets from scratch rather than retrofitting.�• for toilets to be planned into the new development early on, as a way to secure funding that included toilets.�“If public toilets - even poorly used ones - exist, it’s hard to get funding to improve them, whereas it’s easier to get funding for new innovative things, (that might have toilets as part of that offering)”�• write in how new developments might be able to support sustainability or help with maintenance costs or responsibilities, for example, if written into the terms of lease.��



Engaged: Concept Design

Cmyk4317, CC BY-SA 4.0 <https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0>, via Wikimedia Commons
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In terms of design, we heard from many councils implementing temporary use of land earmarked for development, through box parks made from shipping containers, as shops, markets, co-working space. �We developed drawings for how toilets fit within one of these units, alongside a guardian business, for example a toy library and cafe. Developed by our partners PiM Studio Architects. ��







https://www.rca.ac.uk/research-innovation/research-centres/helen-hamlyn-centre/engaged-a-toilet-on-every-high-street/

gail.ramster@rca.ac.uk
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The report on this and the project in general are on our website.�Overall, we know that public toilets are a complex topic where there’s a lot that can go wrong.�Our awareness of this complexity led us to look in lots of different directions, to understand what the public want, what the councils can achieve and where the system will trip them up.�The limitation is that we haven’t been able to explore any one aspect at greater depth to a point where we have all the answers. Instead, we’ve uncovered a few key areas that either have the most potential to pursue, or where we have evidence to support future, focused studies to really fix the problems - �including toilets for the night time economy, revisiting how to design out crime more without designing out legitimate users for the modern city; and addressing the toilet taboo, so that high quality inclusive toilets continue to be a key requirement not just at community engagement stage but right the way through to the build. ��
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Explore more the impact of strategies. One place where gov could change policy to guide or enforce councils to put strategies in place.�In reality, the public don’t generally mind, or take much interest in, who provides the toilet, so long as they are not denied access. In fact half the people we spoke to don’t look for a public toilet, but a shop that they can access, anticipating that the public toilet will be non-existent or not as clean. ��
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That’s why we made GBPTM, to show the true landscape of toilets open to the public, rather than the public division where information is fractured across hundreds of council websites. ��
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And this is what this means for one part of central London. Within about a mile radius, there are 26 toilets, the grey pins on this map.Of which - only 7 are public toilets - by 3 different providers - Westminster council, Camden council, and the Royal Parks.6 in train and tube stations.3 in Camden Council’s community toilet scheme. 3 in public buildings - Camden libraries and the town hall5 in museums with free admission1 within a Hospital. �There may be others…�But thats still 7 public toilets and 26 publicly accessible toilets.��



Thank you.

Gail Ramster
Senior Research Associate
The Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design
Royal College of Art

gail.ramster@rca.ac.uk
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